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This invention pertains to the art of coring ‘ 
underground formations during rotary drilling 
operations and relates more particularly to a 
coring method and a core barrel for use in com 
bination with core bits adapted to drill through ' ` 
hard formations. 

In using coring equipment, it has not been 
found practical to give the core barrel dimen 
sions exceeding approximately 20 or 30 feet in 
length. When such a core barrel is substantially 
completely filled with a core, it must be removed 
to the surface, either by raising the whole drill 
string, or by lifting the core barrel to the surface 
by means of a Wire line or of reverse circulation. 
This causes interruptions of drilling operations 
during time periods necessary for a round trip of 
the core barrel, said periods recurring every time 
that the core barrel is filled, that is, every time a 
well interval having a length approximately equal 
to that of the core barrel has been drilled. ` 
Another coring method consists in breaking the 

core into relatively small fragments and lifting 
them to the surface through the drill string Vby 
reverse circulation, thereby dispensing with the 
use of a core barrel. ‘ ' 

The use of , these methods is often undesirable 
when drilling through hard formations by means 
of diamond set orV hard surfaced bits. Reverse 
circulation is not very suitable for this type of n 
drilling, while coring itself is in such cases of 
only secondary interest, the‘primary purpose of 
using core bits when penetrating hard forma 
tions residing in the elimination of a dead-cen 
ter point on the face of the bit, where diamonds 3 
or hard surfaced materials are particularly sub 
ject to damage. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to 
provide a core barrel for use in combination with 
a core bit, whereby said core bit may be used for 
drilling throughout vertical intervals of the well 
considerably exceeding the length of the core 
barrel without having to stop the operation for 
removing the core from the core barrel. 

It is also an-object of this invention to pro 
vide a core bit andV core barrel combination, 
whereby relatively small diameter cores are cut 
by the bit and stored in a relatively large diam 
eterV core barrelfin such a manner as to provide 
the driller with a log ofthe formations drilled 
therethrough. _ 

It is also as an object of this invention to pro 
vide a coring method and apparatus lparticularly 
Well adapted for“ c‘oring` ‘hardi formations: 
Other objects of this invention will be under 
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stood from the following description taken‘with 
reference t'o the attached drawings, wherein: 
Figure l is a diagrammatic’view in cross sec 

tion of an embodiment‘of the'present apparatus; 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic view in cross-sec 

tion of a modified detail of the apparatus of Fig 
ure 1. 

Briefly, the coring> process‘of the present in 
vention consists in cutting` a core of a relatively 
small" diameter, such as about oneètenth of the 
coring‘bit, from a formation at` awell level which 
may be referred to as the coring zone; breaking 
said` core into small'fragments, conveying these 
fragments in a stream of> drilling iluidtoa stor 
ing space maintained> within‘the drill string ad 
jacent the drill bit, the cross-section area of‘said 
storing spacevin a horizontalA plane being sub 
stantially greater, that' is, atleast fiveV` times 
greater, than the diameter 0f the core as orig~ 
inally cut, retaining said fragmentsin said stor 
ing space, and exhausting the drilling fluid, in 
which-said fragments were entrained, back into 
the Well. ‘ 

Referring~` to the drawing, a- drill bit I, such 
as a hard-faced bit, >or abit set' with diamonds 3 
for drilling through hard’ formations; has a cen 
tral‘axial core passage 5‘ adapted to receive cores 
cut by the bit, said passage being of a relatively 
small diameter preferably not exceeding one 
tenth ofthe diameter of the bit. Thei core bit 
I is providedwith a desired number of axial oll 
set passages Ii` for circulating the drilling iiuid. 
The core bit is provided‘în its“ upper portion with 
screw-threads 'I by means of which it is attached 
to a core barrel generally» designated by the nu 
meral 9, and consisting of any desired number of 
axial sections joined together‘by screw threads, 
as indicated at’ 9A, Y9B andï SC. The core barrel 
is `in turn provided in its upper portion with 
screw-threads II adapted for‘attachment tothe 
end of a drill string, not shown, whereby rota- ,Y 
tional motion> may be transmitted from the sur 
face to the bit I. 
Arranged within the core barrel Slis a core tube 

or" conduit I3 whose lower end IBA is supported 
by a spider I5 and extends >`downward into an 
upper somewhat enlargedfportion of the core bit 
passage-5. ‘ ‘ ' 

The core tube I3 may be given any desired 
shape, a preferred form being shown in the draw- . 
ing, and has its‘upper end extending into an in 
ner core-barrel" or chamber I9, passing through 
and“ beinigwelded ori brazed‘ to’y the walls»A thereof, 
as shown at 2 I. A baille plate 23 is provided‘with 
in the core receptacle I9 somewhat above the 
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downwardly inclined mouth of the core tube I3. 
The chamber I9 may be given a cylindrical or 
any other desired shape. 
A ñuid exhaust tube 24 has a perforated por 

tion 2'I likewise extending into the core chamber 
I9 and forms, together with ports shown at 3l 
and 32, a passage for communication with the 
outside of the core barrel. A desired number of 
passages such as shown at 35 and 3'I are pro 
vided in the body of the core barrel 9 for the cir 
culation of the drilling fluid. 
An alternative arrangement of the ñuid ex 

haust tube 24 is shown in Figure 2, Where the 
passage 35A, corresponding to passage 35 of Fig 
ure 1, is arranged concentrically within the ex 
haust tube 24A and opens to the space within the 
outer core barrel transversely through the walls 
of tube 24A, as shown at 39. 

In operation, with the core barrel 9 and core 
bit l attached to the lower end of a drill string, 
the circulation of the drilling fluid takes place 
downwardly through a flow channel comprising 
passages 35 and 3'I, the space provided within the 
outer core barrel 9 exteriorly of the core chamber 
I9 and the core tube I3, passages 8 in the spider 
I5, and out through the passages 6 in the core bit. 
The upward ñow of the drilling iiuid takes place 
partly along the outer surface of the core bit and 
barrel, and partly through the central passage 5. 
The core which is drilled by the rotary action 

of the core bit enters the passage 5, and is broken 
therein into small fragments by a core-breaker 
element 4, provided in said passage or in the lower 
portion of the core tube I3 in register therewith. 
These small core fragments are carried upwards 
by the flow of the drilling fluid entering together 
with the core through the lower opening 5, and, 
if desired, also through an upwardly slanting 
jet opening I9, provided in the walls of the core 
tube to accelerate the effect of the fluid in wash 
ing upwards the comminuted core fragments. 
Upon entering the core chamber or barrel I9, 

these fragments are projected downwards and 
settle down by gravity in the chamber, the down 
wardly inclined upper end of the tube I3 and the 
baille plate 23 cooperating to maintain turbulence 
at a minimum. The liquid entering the core 
chamber is exhausted through the perforated 
tube 24 and ports 3l to the annular space between 
the walls of the borehole and the drill string. 

It will be seenthat when a core chamber hav 
ing a horizontal cross-section area substantially 
greater than the horizontal cross-section of the 
core passage is used in accordance with the pres 
ent invention, a considerable amount of core frag 
ments may be stored, and a considerable vertical 
interval of the well may be drilled before the core 
chamber is ñlled with core fragments, and it be 
comes necessary to raise the core barrel to re 
move the contents of the core chamber. Thus, 
with a core chamber with an area’of about 7 
square inches, corresponding in the case of acy 
lindrical chamber to an inside diameter of 3 
inches, more than 100 feet of one-half inch 
diameter core may be cut _for every 10 feet of the 
axial length of the core barrel, making the nec 
essary allowance for the pore space between the 
core fragments. The term “substantially 
greater,” as applied herein to the relative hori 
zontal cross-section areas of the core-chamber 
and the core or core-passage, is therefore used to 
denote a ratio of at least 10:1, or, in the case of 
cylindrical chamber, a diameter ratio of at 
least 3:1. ` , 
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Since the fragments of cores from different 

formations settle in the core barrel in the order 
in which these formations were cored by the bit, 
an inspection of the contents of the inner core 
barrel provides the driller with the desired essen 
tial information regarding said formations. 'I'he 
cores can be removed from chamber I9 at the 
surface by disassembling the core barrel and re 
moving the lower plug 40. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A coring device comprising a core bit having 

an axial core passage, core breaker means for 
breaking cores entering said passage into frag 
ments, an axially elongated core chamber adja 
cent said bit, said chamber having a horizontal 
cross-section area substantially greater than that 
of said passage, a core tube in communication be 
tween said passage and said chamber, said core 
tube having a lower end co-axial with said pas 
sage and in register therewith, and an upper end 
transverse to said lower end opening to the upper 
portion of said chamber, and conduit means in 
communication between the upper portion of said 
chamber and the outside of the coring device. 

2. A coring device adapted to be connected to 
the lower end of a drill string, said device compris 
ing a core bit having an axial core passage, core 
breaker means for breaking cores entering said 
passage, a tubular body connected between said 
drill string and said bit, an axially elongated core 
chamber within said tubular body, said chamber 
having a horizontal cross-section area substan 
tially greater than that of the core passage 
through the bit, a core tube in communication 
between said core passage and said chamber, said 
core tube having a, lower end co-aXial with said 
passage and in register therewith, and an upper 
end transverse to said lower end opening to the 
upper portion of said chamber, iiuid passage 
means through said bit and said tubular member 
arranged exteriorly of said core tube and said 
chamber to deliver a drilling fluid from said drill 
string to said bit, and conduit means in communi 
cation between the upper portion of said cham 
ber and the outside of the coring device. 

3. The device of claim 2 having Within the core 
chamber a barile plate arranged between the core 
tube opening to said chamber and the conduit 
means in communication between said chamber 
and the outside of the core device. 

4. The device of claim 2, having upwardly 
slanting jet opening means through the wall of 
the core tube communicating between said tube 
and the fluid passage means delivering the drill 
ing fluid to the drill bit. 

WILFRED S. CRAKE. 
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